of the anti-commutation relation {Q, Q}= -ZiykPk, since*) P k (or rather Pp.) have a world index while the y-matrix carries a local (internal) index k. (ii) GeT's commute with local (internal) Lorentz rotations.
The supersymmetric extension**) of the internal Poincare symmetry necessarily leads to the concept of the internal super-Poincare symmetry, which is irrelevant to GeT. In contrast to conventional supergravity, the super-Poincare algebra holds***) as local version. The internal supersymmetry is expected, like the spacetime supersymmetry, ****) to lead to unified description of fermions and bosons and to soften ultraviolet divergences. This internal symmetry, however, must break down spontaneously, because we have no direct experimental evidence for the supersymmetry.
The purpose of the present paper is to construct an effective gauge theory of gravity in which the internal super-Poincare*****) gauge symmetry breaks down spontaneously to the Lorentz one.*****) We employ the method of nonlinear realizations,13) which is useful in constructing an effective theory when a certain symmetry breaks down spontaneously. For simplicity, we confine ourselves to the N =1 superPoincare symmetry, but extension to the case with N?:.Z will easily be done.
In § Z, the internal super-Poincare group is discussed briefly, and a nonlinear realization of this group is given in § 3. In § 4, the vierbein field is constructed. In § §5 arid 6, we discuss the invariance of an action integral under gauge transformations and GeT's. In § 7, we give comments on the choice of the set of independent field variables .. In § 8, conserved currents are examined for the Dirac field on the flat spacetime. A summary and remarks are given in § 9, and some notations, conventions and formulae are enumerated in the Appendix. § 
Internal super-Poincare group
We introduce the super-Poincare symmetry as an internal gauge symmetry, which is irrelevant to GeT. The algebra of this symmetry group is given by [Mkl, Pm] =i (T}kmPl-T}lmPk) , [Pk, Pl] =O, (Z·la) (Z·lb) (Z·lc) (Z·ld)
*) The Latin indices k, I, ... are for internal ones, while the Greek indices fJ., 11, .: . are for world (external) ones.
(2'le) (2·1£) where Mkl is the generator of internal Lorentz rotations, Pk is of internal translations and Q is of internal super-transformations. In contrast to the conventional formulation of supergravity, this algebra holds as local version.
Additional internal symmetry with gauge group Go can be incorporated by taking the whole gauge group G to be the direct product of Go and the super-Poincare group. Then the algebra of G reads as [Mkl , Xa] =O, [Pk, Xa] We can determine the infinitesimal gauge transformations of these gauge fields in a usual manner:
where the Majorana spinor c(x) is an infinitesimal parameter of a supertransformation, and functions tk(X), (()kl(X), aa(x) are the parameters of a translation, a Lorentz rotation and a Go-transformation, respectively. Equation (2·2d) shows that Axap. remains invariant under super-transformations, and thus its super-partner i~ not needed. Putting Go= Uem(l), for example, we can incorporate the electromagnetic interaction without introducing the photino, in contrast to the case of the spacetime supersymmetry.
Suppressing the Go-symmetry for simplicity, we shall put from now on G=the super-Poincare group. The Go-symmetry can easily be restored, if necessary.
For later convenience, we here define the field strengths QRpv, PRkpv and Rklpv by*) Rklpv:=2(o[~klvl+Akm[~mlvl) , which transform according as
. (2-5c) For the matter field /(x) belonging to 'a linear representation T of G, the infinitesimal transformation rule is given by**)
We find generally that T*(Q)*O and T*(Pk)*O, namely, a matter field carries nonvanishing quantum numbers associated with the internal super-transformations and translations.
We can assign the quarks and leptons to fields for which T*(Q)=O, T*(Pk)=O and T*(Mk1 )=( -i/2)O"kl. When we assign so, the super-partners of the quarks and leptons need not be introduced. (There remains the possibility that the quarks and leptons form the supermultiplets for which TiQ)*O and T*(Pk)*O with unobserved their partners.) § 3_ Nonlinear realization of internal super-Poincare gro~p
In this section, we apply***) the method of nonlinear realizations 13 ) to the spontaneous breakdown of the internal super-Poincare symmetry to the internal Lorentz one.
In some neighborhood of the identity of G (=the super-Poincare group), every group element gE G is represented in the form . In order to have a nonlinear realization of the internal super-Poincare group, we introduce the Nambu-Goldstone fermion . -1(x) and boson e(x) which correspond to the broken generators Q and Pk, respectively. Each element of the left coset space G/H, where H is the Lorentz group, can be characterized by the representative (3·3) and the group action of the element g on this representative is defined by
with hEH. (3'5) From Eqs. (3'4) and (3·5), we determine the super-Poincare transformations of the N ambu-Goldstone fields for g: 
where h is that in Eq. (3'4) and D is a linear representation of H . . The above transformations (3· 6) and (3' 7) give a nonlinear realization of the internal superPoincare group. The explicit expressions for infinitesimal transformations can e~sily be obtained as
using the-super-Poincare algebra (2'la)~ (2'lf) together with the formula (A·10). Equations (3'Sa) and (3·Sb) show that the Nambu-Goldstone fields transform nonlinearly in general.
To construct an invariant Lagrangian density out of the basic fields and their first 
where we have used the formulae (A ·10) and (A ·11) to obtain the explicit expressions. Since these covariant derivatives remain invariant under super-transformations and translations, we can construct a global super-Poincare invariant Lagrangian density Lsp as an internal Lorentz-scalar function of D,dt, Dp.e, Dp.(f) and (f):
To construct a local super-Poincare invariant theory, we introduce the complete covariant derivatives fJ),dt, fD p.';k and fJ) p.(f) which transform according as
under full super-Poincare gauge transformations with x-dependent parameters c(x), tk(x) and Wkl(X). (Only under global transformations, D,dt, Dp.';k and Dp.(f) transform in the same way as Eqs. (3·12a)~(3·12c).) We define these covariant derivatives by
by making the following replacements in D,dt, Dp.e and Dp.(f): Here we redefine the Nambu-Goldstone fields "l(x) and e(x) so that they have the correct dimensions of fermion and of boson, respectively.
Introducing constants cs and CT which are of dimension (mass)\ we put (3'16) and will drop the primes from now on. The redefined fields thus have the correct dimensions:
The constants will give the breaking scale of the internal supersymmetry and the internal translation symmetry, Asusy and ATrans!, respectively:
The transformation laws (3'8a) and (3'8b) now become
The complete covariant derivatives are also redefined, but the transformation laws (3'12a)~(3'12c) still hold. We will use the redefined fields in the rest of this paper. § 4. Vierbein field
We construct the co-frame field**l ekp out of the elements of LLSP so that the metric***l
is invariant under nonlinear super-Poincare gauge transformations.
This invariance prevents us from identifying the translation gauge field A k p with ekp. If we identify [fJpe with ekp (up to a constant factor), the metric is invariant as is seen from the transformations (3·12b). However, this identification seems to be unnatural in the point that the N ambu-Goldstone fields and/or the gauge fields must have nonvanishing "vacuum expectation value (VEV)" (to assure ekp=l=O in "vacuum"). To avoid this unnaturalness, we assume that the field (/J(x) contains the Lorentz vector ¢k which will have nonvanishing "VEV":
where ¢cJ stands for other fields collectively, and we identify the co-frame with the linear combination of {j) p¢k and g) pe:
with C¢, C< being dimensionless constants and
The correspondence of (/J to the <pI-field (mentioned in § 3) will make the nonvanishing "VEV" of ¢k acceptable. (See the expansion (8· 2c) of ¢k in § 8.)
Further we define the vierbein field*) ek P through
The identification (4·3) and the definition (4'5) for infinitesimal gauge transformations.
Identities and the Noether currents
We require that the action integral I remains invariant under (nonlinear) superPoincare gauge transformations.
For an infinitesimal transformation with the parameters E(X), tk(X), (Okl(X) , the requirement of the gauge invariance gives with PI. -2 oL A l oL (5-6b) (5-6c) are the Noether currents associated with super-transformations, translations and Lorentz rotations, respectively. Furthermore, requiring that the parameters s(x), tk(X), (f)kl(X) together with their first derivatives vanish on the boundary surface of g), we obtain (5) (6) (7) from the gauge invariance of the action integral. Since the transformation parameters and their derivatives are arbitrary within the integration domain, we deduce from the identity (5 -7), and hence from the identity (5-3).
(5-Sa) (5 -Sb) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) The identities show that the field equations of the Nambu-Goldstone fields are automatically satisfied if the field equations of ¢p and A kp are satisfied. Thus, the N ambu-Goldstone fields are not independent dynamical variables. The gauge freedoms for super-transformations and translations enable us to eliminate these redundant freedoms, i.e., we can take the gauge in which the Nambu-Goldstone fields "disappear":
A=O,
e=O. (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) This is what we call "(super-)Higgs mechanism". Now, from the identity (5·9), we obtain the set of identities,*)
.€,Vp.:
All of these identities are not independent conditions. The differential conservation laws of the Noether currents:
follow from the identities (5·13a)~(5·13c).
Restrictions on functional dependence of the Lagrangian density
We restrict the functional dependence of the Lagrangian density L using the identities given in the preceding sub-section.
First, we express L as p.¢k, ¢p., ¢p., v, Akp., Akp., v, Aklp., Aklp., v, ¢t1, ff) 
L=L1(ff) p.I, ff) P.e, ¢k, ff)
with the covariant derivative (5·i6)
From the identities (5·l1a)~(5·l1c) and Eqs. (3· 13a), (4·4) and (4·7), it follows that L is expressed as *) We denote the symmetrization of indices by a round bracket ( ), for example, I/i(V,P): =(1/2)( l/iv,p
+ l/ip,v).
Here we have defined the "super-torsion" lFpv and the torsion Tkpv by which transform according as 
0.(5·23) § 6. Invariance under general coordinate transformations

Identities and the Noether currents
We also require that the action integral I is invariant under an arbitrary general coordinate transformation (GeT) x P ~ x'P = x P + ox P (6·1) with ox P being an arbitrary function. This requirement is equivalent to oL +c)p(oxP)L=O, which reads as 
Since ox P is arbitrary, we obtain, from the identity (6·2),
£.i p-a s PP+ ,/, oL +. oL Ak + oL Akl
These identities lead to the differential conservation laws of the canonical energy-momentum density @v P and the extended orbital angular momentum density*) Mp I5P defined by8) (6·7)
Restriction on functional dependence of the Lagrangian density
We further restrict the functional dependence of L using the identities (6·5) and (6·6).
The Lagrangian density L3 satisfies the identity (6·5), because L3 satisfies the identities (5·l1a)~(5·l1c). From the identity (6·6), we obtain that the Lagrangian density which leads to a gauge and GeT invariant action is of the form 
Invariant Lagrangian densities
We give the typical examples of L4 in the following: (1) p, p,V, 'P , 'P ,p, q, q,p . (7 ·1) Accordingly, we can define alternative field equations and the Noether currents using Land { ... , ekp, ... }. We examine the relations of these alternatives to the corresponding ones defined with Land { ... , Akp, ... }.*J *J In Refs. 3) and 7), the choice of the set of independent field variables has been discussed within the framework of PGT. . (7·2b) ( 7 ·2c) (7 ·2d) (7 ·2e)
Hence, the set of the hatted*) field equations is equivalent to that of the unhatted*) ones:
(
ii) The Noether currents associated with gauge transformations
The hatted N oether currents are defined by 
. Cs. ue p.
(7 ·5a) (7·5b) (7 ·5c) We obtain the notable result that the hatted current P jkP. vanishes identically:
from the identity (5·12b) and the relations (7·2e), (7·5b) and aL/Oekp.,vo=(l/c~)aL /aAkp.,v.
The differential conservation laws of Qjp., and Mjkt are satisfied when the field equations of ¢p. and ·of A kip. are satisfied, respectively.
(iii) The Noether currents associated with GeT
We define the hatted currents @vp. and M/YP. by 
( 7 ·8) with '11,P. e 11,p. 11,p. (7 ·9) The differential conservation laws of these currents are satisfied when the field equations of ¢!C' ekp' and Aklp. are all satisfied. From the definitions of @vp., @vp. and of Mp l1 P., M/P., we obtain the following relations: We have defined five kinds of currents: QJI", P Jk, M Jkl, @,/ and M/P. and the corresponding hatted ones. To understand a part of the physical contents of these currents, we give their explicit expressions for a typical case: the Dirac field on the flat spacetime.*) For this purpose, we first give the currents of the Dirac field on curved spacetime, and next reduce these currents to their special relativistic limits.**)
In the present section, we restrict ourselves, for simplicity, to a coordinate system which tends to a Cartesian one in the special relativistic limit.
S.l. Special relativistic limit
We will consider a limit 6 ) in which the torsion and curvature tensors tend to zero:
in the following way. We first introduce the constant K which represents the coupling .strength between the gauge fields and the Dirac spinor rp, and then we expand the fields as 
tc-O and Eq. (S·6) also tends to the special relativistic Dirac equation:
The Noether currents associated with super-Poincare gauge transformations reduce to the following in the SRL:
The first is consistent with the fact that the Dirac field ¢(O) carries no super (fermionic) charge. The rest show that theN oether currents P Jk P and M Jkt give; up to constant factors, the correct expressions for the energy-momentum density and the total *) We employ the expansions (S'2a)~(S'2g) for which the Nambu-Goldstone fields and the gauge fields vanish in the limit, although some other expansions can realize Eq. (S·l).
(=spin + orbital) angular' momentum density, respectively. The differential conservation laws of them follow:
The first is trivial from Eq. (S·10a), and the rest are satisfied when Eq. (S·9) is satisfied.
On the other hand, the currents associated with GeT are easily shown to vanish in the SRL: (S ·12) thus they carry no dynamical information.
Incidentally, we have also defined the hatted currents with an alternative set
Among them, we find that QjP and P j k P vanish identically for the Dirac field </J, and easily obtain the limits of the other currents as
(S·15)
IC-O
The differential conservation of the canonical energy-momentum density @(O)v P follows when Eq. (S·9) is satisfied. On the other hand, the differential conservation laws of M j (O\t and M(O) p cJP do not follow even when t!?-e Dirac equation is satisfied. *) As is widely known, however, the differential conservation of the total angular momentum density
follows when the Dirac equation (S·9) is satisfied, while each of the spin part _M J(O\t and orbital part is not conserved by itself. § 9. Summary and remarks
We have constructed an effective gauge theory of gravity by applying the method of nonlinear realizations to the broken internal super-Poincare symmetry. Now, we summarize the results and make a few remarks.
a) The internal super-Poincare symmetry does not require the super-partners of gauge bosons even when additional gauge interaction is incorporated besides the super-Poincare one. Hence, our theory is consistent with the fact that photino, ' Wino, Zino, ... have never been observed. This is very different from the situation in spacetime supersymmetric field theories, where these particles are suppressed by the supersymmetry breaking.
*) This is consistent with the conservation laws of Mj.! and ii/''', because we should not use now (the limits of) the field equations of If", e'" and A "", b) The introduction of the internal super-Poincare symmetry permits the existence of the particles which carry nonvanishing quantum numbers associated with the internal super-transformations (and translations). These quantum numbers, however, will not be observed in low energy experiments because of the symmetry breaking. When we assign the quarks and leptons to fields which carry no such quantum numbers, the super-partner of the quarks and leptons need not be introduced.
c) The Nambu-Goldstone fields A and ~k "disappear" by virtue of the "(super-) Higgs mechanism". The fields ~r and ¢p. are expected to have acquired heavy masses by the supersymmetry breaking (and/or not to have sufficiently strong interactions with observed fields), because ¢tJ and ¢p. have never been observed.
d) The co-frame ekp' has been constructed out of fundamental fields so that it leads to a gauge invariant metric.
e) In contrast to conventional supergravity, gravitino (=super-partner of ekp.) is not needed because ekp' remains invariant under super-transformations. Correspondingly, the super gauge field ¢p. in our scheme does not play the role of the super-partner.
f) The Lagrangian'density L has been restricted to be of the form given by Eq. (6·S) from the gauge and GCT invariance of the action integral I. 
